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a b s t r a c t

K nearest neighbors (kNN) is an efficient lazy learning algorithm and has successfully been developed in
real applications. It is natural to scale the kNN method to the large scale datasets. In this paper, we
propose to first conduct a k-means clustering to separate the whole dataset into several parts, each of
which is then conducted kNN classification. We conduct sets of experiments on big data and medical
imaging data. The experimental results show that the proposed kNN classification works well in terms of
accuracy and efficiency.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the era of big data, it is the most important to efficiently
learn from large scale in all kinds of real applications, such as
classification and clustering. Therefore, it is very obvious to scale
traditional classification algorithms, such as decision trees, sup-
port vector machine, Naive Bayes, neutral network, and k nearest
neighbors (kNN), so that these methods can be easily used in big
data. Due to the simplicity, easy-understand and relatively high
performance of kNN, this paper focuses on scaling the kNN clas-
sification into the application of big data [13].

The previous kNN method first selects k nearest training sam-
ples for a test sample, and then predicts the test sample with the
major class among k nearest training samples. However, kNN
needs to compute the distance (or similarity) of all training sam-
ples for each test sample in the process of selecting k nearest
neighbors [24,25]. The high cost (i.e., linear time complexity over
the sample size) prohibits the traditional kNN method to be used
in big data [21]. Obviously, conducting kNN algorithm in the
memory of a PC should be an interesting issue.

Inspired by the recent progress on big data, this paper devised a
new kNN method for dealing with big data. Specifically, we pro-
pose to first conduct a k-means clustering to separate the whole
dataset into several parts [26]. And then we select the nearest
cluster as the training samples and conduct the kNN classification.
The time complexity of the proposed algorithm is linear to the
sample size. The experimental results on real datasets including

medical imaging datasets indicated that the proposed method
achieved better performance than conventional kNN method in
terms of both classification performance and time cost [15].

The rest of paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we
provide a brief review the previous fast kNN methods. We then
propose the new kNN classification in Section 3. The experiment
results are presented in Section 4. Finally, we give the conclusions
and our future work in Section 5.

2. Related work

The research of kNN method has been becoming a hot research
topic in data mining and machine learning since the algorithmwas
proposed in 1967. To apply for the traditional kNN method in big
data, the previous literatures can be often categorized into two
parts, i.e., fast finding the nearest samples [21] and selecting
representatives samples (or removing some samples) to reduce
the calculation of kNN [22]. For instance, Zhang proposed a Cer-
tainly Factor (CF) measure to deal with the unsuitability of skewed
class distribution in kNNmethods [14]. Li et al. proposed a density-
based method for reducing the amount of training data [9]. Zhao
et al. proposed a new algorithm based on the use of labeled
samples and add the screening process condition, it making the
new algorithm in time complexity have significantly decreased,
and no significant effect on algorithm result [16]. These methods
were mainly applied for fast search [17,18], dimension reduction
[19,20], and improving the efficiency of the algorithms.

kNN algorithm computes the distance between each training
sample and test samples in the dataset and then returns k closest
samples. Its time complexity is linearly and is guaranteed to find
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exact k nearest neighbors. However, the computational complexity
of the linear search method is proportional to the size of the
training dataset for each test sample, it is O(nd), where n is the size
of the training dataset and d is the dimensionality [11,12]. This
complexity is expensive for big data. Since the kNN method is not
training process, we propose to introduce a new training process
for kNN, which blocks training dataset by a clustering algorithm
with linear complexity. During the testing process, for each test
sample, we find the k nearest cluster centers and conduct a clus-
tering for each test sample, and then construct a new classification
model base on each cluster [21]. In particularly, the samples within
a cluster has high similarity. Thus, comparing to the traditional
kNN method, the proposed algorithm not only reduces the time
complexity of kNN, but also does not add significantly effect on
classification accuracy [22].

3. Method

In this section, we introduce two processes in our algorithm,
namely training process and testing process. The training process
is designed to select a nearest cluster for each test sample as its
new training dataset, and the testing process is used to classify
each test sample by kNN algorithm within its nearest cluster.

3.1. Training process

Clustering is one of the fundamental technique in data mining
because I can be used for database segmentation and data com-
pression and can also be employed for data preprocessing of data
mining. Clustering is designed to group a set of samples in such a
way that samples in the same group (cluster) are more similar to
each other than to those in other groups. That is, samples is with
high similarity within a cluster and low similarity between
clusters.

The recent clustering methods can be parted into the following
categories: density-based clustering, grid-based clustering, parti-
tioning clustering and hierarchical clustering, respectively. Even
though the previous clustering methods showed good perfor-
mance, but they are limited in its applicability to big data due to
theirs high computational complexity. To address this, this paper
considers to employ a clustering algorithm satisfying the following
two advantages: low complexity; scales linearly [1,5], respectively.
To this end, we used the Landmark-based Spectral Clustering (LSC)
[4] in this paper. The rationale of LSC is to select p («n) repre-
sentative sample as landmarks and represents the original sam-
ples as the linear combinations of these landmarks. Different from
that traditional spectral clustering method use the entire samples
to represent each sample, the LSC significant reduces the com-
plexity of affinity matrix. At the same time, the complexity of
solving the eigenvalue down to scales linearly [24].

LSC tries to compress the original samples by finding a set of
basis vectors and the representation with respect to the bases for
each sample, i.e., searching for p representative samples. In this
way, we have two simple and effective methods to select landmark
sample from original sample, such as random sampling and k-
means-based method. Random sampling randomly selects sam-
ples as landmark samples while the k-means-based method first
conducts clustering on all samples several times (no need to
convergence) and then uses the cluster centers as the landmark
samples. In this paper, we repeat k-means algorithm 10 times and
then use the cluster centers as the landmark samples.

First, we treat every sample as a basis vector to construct
landmark matrix Z. Note that LSC uses p landmarks to represent
each sample X¼ ½x1; x2;⋯; xn�ARm�n. Thus, we need to find the
matrix W which is projection matrix of X at the landmark matrix Z
[10]. The projection function can be defined as follows:

wji ¼
Khðxi; zjÞP

j'AZo i4
Khðxi; zj'Þ

; jAZo i4 : ð1Þ

Where zi is j-th column vector of Z, and Zo i4 denote a sub-
matrix of Z composed of r nearest landmarks of xi. Here we need O
(pmn) to construct W. KhðU Þ is a kernel function with a bandwidths
h. The Gaussian kernel Khðxi; zjÞ ¼ exp �‖xi�zj‖2=2h

2
� �

is one of
the most commonly used. Then we conduct spectral analysis on
landmark-based graph and compute the graph matrix as:

G¼ Ŵ
T
Ŵ: ð2Þ

which has a very efficient eigen-decomposition. In this method,
we choose Ŵ¼D�1=2W where D is the row sum of W. Note that
each column of W sums up to 1 and thus the degree matrix of G
is I.

Let the Singular value Decomposition (SVD) of Ŵ is as follows:

Ŵ¼UΣVT : ð3Þ
where U¼ ½u1;u2;⋯;uk�ARp�p is called as the left singular vectors

of the first k eigenvectors of Ẑ Ẑ
T
, V¼ ½v1; v2;⋯; vk�ARn�p is called

as right singular vectors of the k eigenvectors of Ẑ
T
Ẑ. We compute

U within O(p3), linear to the sample size. V can be compute as:

VT ¼Σ�1UTŴ: ð4Þ
The overall time complexity of V is O(p3þp2n), which is a sig-

nificant reduction from O(n3) by considering p«n. Each row of V is a
sample and apply k-means to get the clusters. Due to the time
complexity from O(n3) to O(n), the LSC algorithm substantially
reduces computational time. Thus, the proposed algorithm with
low-complexity is very suitable to be applied in the domain of
big data.

Finally, the pseudo of LSC is presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. The pseudo of LSC.
Input: n data points x1; x2;⋯⋯; xnARm; Cluster number k;
Output: k clusters;
1 Produce p landmark points using the k-means method;
2 Construct a landmark matrix Z between data points and

landmark samples, with the affinity calculated according to
Eq. (1);

3 Compute the first k eigenvectors of WWT, denoted by U¼
[u1, u2, ..., uk];

4 Compute V¼[v1, v2, ..., vk] according to Eq. (4);
5 Each row of V is a data point and apply k-means to get the

clusters.

3.2. Testing process

Suppose that we already produce k clusters and cluster centers
by LSC algorithm, we then find out the nearest cluster center for
each test sample and use the corresponding cluster as the new
training dataset for each test sample. Due to conducting the
clusters with high similarity within a cluster, we apply kNN to
classify test samples in the new training dataset. In this way,
the proposed algorithm still guarantees relatively high classifica-
tion accuracy. We list the pseudo of our proposed method in
Algorithm 2.
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